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Abstract. The IMAGEN study—a very large European Research Project—seeks
to identify and characterize biological and environmental factors that influence
teenagers mental health. To this aim, the consortium plans to collect data for more
than 2000 subjects at 8 neuroimaging centres. These data comprise neuroimaging
data, behavioral tests (for up to 5 hours of testing), and also white blood samples
which are collected and processed to obtain 650k single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNP) per subject. Data for more than 1000 subjects have already been collected.
We describe the statistical aspects of these data and the challenges, such as the
multiple comparison problem, created by such a large imaging genetics study (i.e.,
650k for the SNP, 50k data per neuroimage). We also suggest possible strategies, and
present some first investigations using uni or multi-variate methods in association
with re-sampling techniques. Specifically, because the number of variables is very
high, we first reduce the data size and then use multivariate (CCA, PLS) techniques
in association with re-sampling techniques.
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1 Neuroimaging genetics and the IMAGEN project
Neuroimaging genetics studies search for links between biological parame-
ters measured with brain imaging and genetic variability. These studies are
based on the hypothesis that the brain endophenotype (e.g., size or activity
of a brain region) is more linked to genetic variations than to behavioral or
clinical phenotypes. There are several kind of neuroimaging genetics studies
depending whether they address clinical or normal populations, which en-
dophenotype is measured, or if family information is used. However, from
both a statistical and a neuroscience point of view, an important classifi-
cation is “how open are the genetic and imaging hypotheses?” Often the
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neuroimaging genetics study considers a specific hypothesis about one poly-
morphism (e.g. the serotonin transporter) and involves few brain images of
a small group of subjects.
The current somewhat low cost of full genome data acquisition makes
possible to perform brain and genome wide analyses (BGWA). Genome wide
analyses (GWA) are already statistically challenging and often require a very
large cohort, but the challenge is even bigger with the large number of poten-
tial endophenotypes (see the description below) associated with a relatively
small number of subjects, as it is time consuming and costly to acquire neu-
roimaging data in a large cohort. In fact, it is practically impossible for a
single neuroimaging center to acquire data on thousands of subjects.
Despite these challenges, several studies are on the way such as the IMA-
GEN project which explores brain-genetic-behavior relations in a population
of 2000 normal adolescents, with an emphasis on addiction disorders, in-
cluding emotional, reward or impulsivity aspects. The consortium comprises
eight Europeans neuroimaging centers, the data are centralized at Neurospin
(CEA, I2BM) which deals with bioinformatics and biostatistics.
1.1 Genetic data: Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP)
GWAS focuses on the relationships between the genetic sequence information
(i.e., the “genotype”) and a trait or phenotype (e.g., cholesterol level) mea-
sured in vivo or in vitro in unrelated individuals. Single base pair changes
occurring in at least 1% of the population are used as a proxy to reflect spa-
tial loci of variability on the whole genome. In this data one must take into
account the spatial correlation between markers on DNA strands; linkage
disequilibrium (LD), which reflects the association between alleles present
at each of two sites on a genome, because a set of SNPs may not directly
explain the variations observed in the trait under consideration but may be
correlated with a true disease creating variants of a known biomarker instead
(for reviews see Cordell & Clayton, 2005, and Ioannidis et al., 2009).
However, GWAS are considered semi-exploratory and other techniques—
relying on haplotypes, genes, and gene regulation pathways—are necessary to
understand relations b etween genetic polymorphisms and a given phenotype.
To avoid spurious associations between the trait of interest and genetic
data, population substructure are assessed and SNPs with low minor allele
frequency, not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, or with low genotyping rate
are discarded.
1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data
We describe below some endophenotypes acquired with MRI.
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T1 images: brain macroscopic structure and the issue of anatom-
ical structures variability. Studies of sulco-gyral anatomical variability
across subjects (Riviere et al., 2002) established that variability is important
even for normal subjects, and that the distance between two identical struc-
tures (e.g., sulci) can be as large as a centimeter after spatial normalization
(i.e., “morphing”) to a common template. These studies also showed that
small structures may or may not be present in the brain of different subjects.
However, characteristics of reproducible sulci can be heritable attributes and
relevant endophenotypes in association studies (Rogers et al., 2010).
A popular alternative to studying individually identified structures is to
use Voxel-Based Morphometry (VBM). VBM uses a the spatial normalization
of the subjects brains (e.g., the MNI brain template) and then estimates from
the number of voxels quantities such as grey matter density or regional volume
(Ashburner and Friston, 2001). This convenient method is, however, sensitive
to the values of the parameters of spatial normalisation procedures.
Diffusion Weighted Images (DWI) measures, for a voxel, the amount
of water molecule diffusion in several directions. The spatial resolution is
often of the order of 8mm3 and the angular resolution (number of directions)
varies from 6 to hundreds, but is often around 60 in standard settings. DWI
is then used to reconstruct fiber tracks connecting brain regions (Assaf and
Pasternak, 2008). As with T1 images, measurements can be made at the level
of the voxel (mean diffusion, fractional anisotropy) or at the level of the fiber
tracks reconstructed per subjects, or with hybrid strategies. The usefulness
of the endophenotypes derived from DWI is still being assessed. Depending
on the strategy, the number of features per subject ranges from a few (e.g.,
length of fiber tracks) to thousands (e.g., voxels).
fMRI processings. The Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal
measures the amount of brain regional blood flow and blood volume which
correlates with neuronal activity at a spatial resolution of a few mms. In
general, for a subject, an fMRI dataset is composed of several runs, each
consisting of a few hundreds of three-dimensional scans acquired every few
seconds. Prior to statistical analysis proper, a few essential pre-processing
steps are necessary, such as intra-subject motion correction. Subject activa-
tion maps are then estimated (in general with the use of a linear model of the
form Y = Xβ+, with several variables included in X to model the expected
time variation of Y). This step is crucial because the results depend strongly
on the model. The model usually includes time courses designed to account
for variation due to experimental conditions and confounding factors (see Po-
line et al, 2008). To compares subjects, a spatial normalization procedure is
applied on each subject data. The group inference results are then obtained
at the voxel level after a spatial smoothing of the individual data using mixed
effect (or simple random effects) models (see, e.g., Me´riaux et al., 2006).
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Fig. 1. How to build a model of the brain activity at the group level with a subject
per subject representation (Thirion et al, 2007). This may provide more relevant
endophenotypes than region of interest defined solely on the template space.
Parcellisation and functional landmarks techniques A parcellisation
divides the brain into entities which are thought to correspond to well-defined
anatomical or functional regions. In the context of group inference for neu-
roimaging, basing the analysis on parcels amounts to reducing spatial resolu-
tion to obtain a more reliable as well as interpretable matching of functional
regions across subjects. Although atlas-based divisions are frequently used,
their regions do not adapt to the individual functional anatomy.
An alternative to parcellisation is functional brain landmarks. Here, one
searches individual topographical features and estimates their frequencies
in a population of subjects. By contrast with traditional approaches, this
kind of inference follows bottom-up strategy, where objects are extracted
individually and then compared. Typically, structural features or patterns
relevant for descriptions are local maxima of activity, regions segmented by
watershed methods or blob models. Whatever the pattern used, the most
difficult questions are to 1) decide if these patterns represent true activity or
noise, and 2) infer a pattern common to the population of subjects.
Which endophenotype? From the description of fMRI above, it is clear
that a large number of endophenotypes can be chosen from the imaging data.
These endophenotypes can be differentiated into 1) voxel based approaches
which use spatial normalization prior to measuring the activity of brain struc-
tures, and 2) individual landmark/structure approaches that provide individ-
ual measures. Voxel-based approaches have the advantage of being easy to
automatize, but are less precise, and depend on the normalization procedures.
Individual structure detection have the advantage that the endophenotype
defined are more relevant and therefore more sensitive, but they are difficult
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to implement, rely on a model of the correspondence between subjects, and
may not always define one endophenotype per subject.
The research to understand which endophenotypes are heritable, sensitive,
specific and reproducible for association studies is only beginning and will
certainly be a key aspect of imaging genetics in the near future.
Behavioral and clinical data. Clearly, imaging and genetic data have to be
complemented by demographic, behavioral, and clinical data. Summarizing
these data or constructing latent variables (e.g., with SEM or PLS) that can
reveal association with genetic or imaging is also a challenge.
Indeed, using items as manifest variables to uncover the locations of a la-
tent trait (e.g. extraversion, impulsivity) implies a measurement error whose
magnitude depends on the reliability of the measurement scale. As a conse-
quence, for example, correlations between latent constructs should be cor-
rected for attenuation, group comparisons should account for possible differ-
ential item functioning (i.e., conditional on the true latent score, the proba-
bility of endorsing an item differs between the reference and a focal group,
defined by external variables). As pointed by Ioannidis et al. (2009), these
considerations apply when using latent variables in GWAS. However, higher-
order latent variables should give a better account of the inter-subjects vari-
ance when integrated in a conceptual model, and so should constitute more
sensitive indicators.
2 Biostatistics: challenges and methods
There are several challenges for the analyses1 of these large datasets. The first
challenge arises from the specificities of multiple complex types of data. To
integrate these different types of data implies a good understanding of their
acquisition, and pre-processing, as well as the neuroscience or clinical con-
texts. Second, the large number of variables requires appropriate statistical
techniques (e.g., variable selections, use of sparse techniques). Third, there is
an obvious multiple comparison issue. Fourth, it is not clear what should be
the overall strategy of analysis. Figure 2 represents symbolically the data at
hand and how they can be analysed.
2.1 Mappings one to many
Voxel based mappings: BWAS. The aim is to isolate brain regions or
voxels associated with a genetic polymorphism or a trait/phenotype on the
group of subjects. This corresponds to a simple standard statistical paramet-
ric mapping analysis in neuroimaging. The method consists in first computing
1 The bioinformatics (database, computing) aspects of these large studies are not
addressed here, but are vital.
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Fig. 2. The data available and how to combine them in mapping studies (one to
many) or through multivariate PLS (many to many). Three PLS block can be used
to integrate these data. Mappings and multivariate techniques often require variable
selection or regularization because of the N  P problem.
for each subject one brain volume summarizing the metabolic activity in one
experimental condition (the so called contrast maps) and second to regressing
for each voxel v the activity measured Yv on one of the variables of interest
that define the model X. The issue is then to select the brain regions with
significant activity. This is done by first choosing a statistics (e.g., Fisher’s F )
and then estimating a threshold to correct for multiple comparisons involv-
ing 50k to 100k correlated voxels. The multiple comparison problem is often
handled with random field techniques (Worsley, 2003) or permutation tests
(Rorden et al., 2007). This approach is reasonable only if a limited number
of candidate SNPs or scores are tested against few contrast maps.
Genetic (SNP) based mappings. GWAS analysis seeks to isolate genetic
markers that explain a significant part of the variance of a given trait for
unrelated individuals. Usually, such associations are studied by analyzing
SNPs with a GLM model in which the frequency of the minor allele predicts
the trait under study. However, this amounts to run as many tests as there are
SNPs and creates an obvious problem of multiple comparisons. To control for
inflation of Type I error rate, FWER corrections (e.g., Bonferroni) will only
retain SNP with a p-value as low as 5.10−8. Such a drastically conservative
approach is likely to mask functionally interesting variants with small effect
size. Moreover, tests are not independent because adjacent loci are spatially
correlated. Several authors (for a review, Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008)
discussed alternative strategies to enhance signal to noise ratio and increase
the likelihood of tagging reliable markers.
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Fig. 3. Left: Constructing 4D clusters in a voxel × SNP space and permutation
test. Right: Two blocks PLS. Loadings for the best 100 SNPs associated with 34
brain ROIs: positive (resp. negative) loadings in yellow (resp. red).
The voxels × SNPs challenge. Here we consider the endophenotype of an
individual as the constructed 3D contrast map described above and study the
association between all these voxels (approx. 50k voxel) and with each SNP
within the set of more than 500k polymorphisms. For example the association
of voxels with the allelic dosage (genetic additive model) for each SNP will
generate around 25 billions comparisons per contrast map.
In the QTL association study with SNP data, several techniques have
been designed based on the idea that combining p-values of adjacent SNPs is
more significant and more biologically relevant than considering SNPs inde-
pendently. (e.g., Tippett’s, Fisher’s and Stoufers’ methods). Recent contribu-
tions use a set of tests based on p-values aggregation (sliding window along
the sequence or scan statistics). The multiple comparison issue is dealt with
the usual techniques (e.g., Bonferroni, FDR, permutation tests). Theses ideas
may be applied to imaging genetic data (voxel × SNPs) in order to detect
contiguous brain regions linked to neighboring SNPs. The method detects
clusters defined by a threshold in the product (4D) dataset, and calibrates
the null hypothesis using permutations. While computationally intensive, this
technique is conceptually simple, corrects for multiple comparisons in both
imaging and genetic dimensions, and accounts for the spatial structure of the
data. Preliminary results show that this method—illustrated in Figure 3—
is efficient compared to other procedures.
2.2 Two-blocks methods
The main questions raised by two-blocks datasets with N  P + Q are:
1) how to select the predictors of interest, 2) which multivariate model to
choose, 3) how to evaluate its performance and 4) how to compare models.
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Partial least squares (PLS) regression belongs to the type of methods
used for modeling the association of original variables with latent variables.
PLS builds successive (orthogonal) linear combinations of the variables be-
longing to each block, say X and Y, with uh and vh denoting their associated
canonical variates, such that their covariance is maximal:
max
|uh|=1,|vh|=1
cov(Xh−1uh,Yvh)
where Xh−1 denotes the residuals of X after deflation of component h. In
other words, PLS seeks latent variables that account for the maximum of lin-
ear information contained in the X block while best predicting the Y block.
For applications to genomics see Parkhomenko et al. (2007), to transcrip-
tomics, see Leˆ Cao et al. (2009), and to SNPs X VBM, see Hardoon et al.
(2009).
When predicting brain activation from SNPs, we face two issues created by
the high-dimensionality of the problem. First we need to reduce the number
of predictors and to design cross-validation procedures which avoid overfitting
and facilitate interpretation of the resulting set of variables (Parkhomenko et
al., 2007, Leˆ Cao et al., 2008). Second, we need to evaluate the significance
of the X–Y links (e.g., with appropriate permutation schemes).
Figure 3 (right) illustrates the results obtained when maximizing PLS
criterion across training samples and estimating correlation between factor
scores in test samples. The significance of this test statistic was assessed using
a permutation procedure embracing the whole statistical framework (cross-
validation including feature selection). These preliminary results indicate that
it is possible to spot significant relationships between genetic and MRI data.
2.3 Multi block analyses: RGCCA
To estimate conjointly relationships between 3 or more blocks of variables,
we use Regularized Generalized Canonical Correlation Analysis (RGCCA,
see Tenenhaus & Tenenhaus, submitted). With the following notations:
• J blocks {X1, . . . ,XJ} of centered variables measured on N observations,
• a design matrix C = (cjk) describing a network of connections between
blocks (cjk = 1 for two connected blocks, and 0 otherwise),
• a function g equal to the identity, absolute value or square function,
• shrinkage constants τ1, ..., τJ ,
RGCCA is the solution of the following optimization problem:
argmax
w1,w2,...,wJ
∑
1≤j<k≤J cjkg(cov(Xjwj ,Xkwk))
with the constraints (1− τj)var(Xjwj) + τj‖wj‖2 = 1, j = 1, . . . , J
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RGCCA builds block components (i.e., latent variables) yj = Xjwj , j =
1, ..., J which explain their own block and are well correlated to their con-
nected components. The RGCCA algorithm requires to invert—for each block—
the shrunk estimation of the covariance matrices. This is computationally in-
tractable for large blocks. To overcome this problem, we split the SNP block
in blocks corresponding to chromosomes and add one block for neuroimaging.
The method gives, for each block, the value of the the highest correlations
is then associated to SNPs of interest. Our preliminary results with RGCCA
show good sensitivity and interpretable results.
2.4 Biostatistics challenges and strategies for data analysis
The analysis of a large database such as IMAGEN, is also challenging at the
level of the overall strategy as well as the computational methods and tools.
Specific difficulties methodological, or even sociological are:
• The data are acquired continuously (this is necessarily the case for large
imaging data studies) or by batch (genotyping). What intermediary steps
should be taken, what is the likelihood that those will be confirmed with
the full dataset analyses, how those should influence or not the remaining
cohort recruitment are generally open questions.
• There are several approaches to study a particular neuroscience question,
and controlling for the overall risk of error is difficult.
• While multivariate links may be better investigated first, this approach
is technically challenged by the large number of variables (SNP, voxels)
available; as multivariate variable selection is NP-hard and entails a com-
binatorial explosion, univariate procedures are often used in practice as
initial screening.
3 Conclusions
To conclude, we believe that neuroimaging genetics—a new field that emerges
at the interaction of several domains such as neuroimaging, cognitive neu-
roscience, genetics, experimental psychology—is particularly challenging for
computational statistics, because it requires to adapt, tailor, or even create
statistical methods suitable for high dimensional and heterogeneous data but
also to develop specific software and databasing tools.
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